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SUNDERLAND FIGHTS THREE ARADOS

Attacked by three Arado 196 floatplanes in the Bay of Biscay
on Thursday, a Coastal Command Sunderland flying boat of an Australian,

Squadron shot down one of then, severely damaged a second, and drove

a third back to its base in France.

None of the members of the crew of the Sunderland was wounded

and only superficial damage was sustained by the flying boat.

In the late afternoon, the first Arado attacked the flying, boat

from dead astern, firing bursts of cannon shells and machine-gun

bullets. It was driven away by the rear and midship-gunners, but a

minute later the rear-gunner reported a second Arado on the port quarter
astern and the navigator signalled a third Arado on the port beam.

While the third float plane turned outwards to get into the sun

the second Arado attacked from astern, but apparently fearing to close

broke off at 1,000 yards.

The first Arado now made another ineffective attack, after which

the second floatplane came in again, this time on the port quarter.

As it broke away it flew parallel for about five seconds and the

Sunderland rear and midship-gunners got in long bursts, scoring numerous

hits.

The Arado pilot then turned to port, and the flying boat’s rear

gunner got in another lengthy burst, Swerving violently, the enemy

floatplane crashed into the sea.

The Sunderland pilot, by a swift manoeuvre to starboard, closed the

range on the second Arado, thus enabling the Sunderland’s nose-gunner to

open fire. Apparently hard hit, the enemy aircraft pulled up sharply,
made an "S" curve losing height rapidly, and bounced on the sea,. Both

the flying boat fire-control officer and- the rear-gunner saw black smoke

coming from the aircraft, but it managed to rise slowly off* the sea.

Arado number three had by this time swung to port again and was

attacking afresh. Swinging their turret sharply round, the rear and

mid-ship gunners again opened fire and scored further hits.

The enemy then broke off the engagement. When last seen, the

two floatplanes were limping home to their base.

A naval officer aboard the Sunderland made an interesting comparison

between this air engagement and a naval action.

"The Sunderland, is a real battleship of the air," he said after

returning, "It was intensely interesting to witness the tactical

similarity between this giant flying boat and a naval ship of the

line, ”
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"The alarm klaxon was comparable to ' general quarters 'at sea, the beat

of the engines rose to a high crescendo, and at the same time" the crew manned

their action stations, this a repetition of naval routine.

"The navigator ran to the astro-dome, the highest point of the aircraft,

counterpart of the naval director tower, and became fighting control officer.

"The Sunderland was still flying steadily but soon the aircraft started

zig-zagging, exactly as a ship at sea does when attacked by a sub,, or in sub,-

infested waters, She had the same majestic motions as a battleship.

"Then the enemy aircraft appeared, smalland apparently far distant, like

attacking destroyers. The flying boat was still carrying on with seemingly

leisurely evasive action - leisurely because of its bulk. The navigator began
a running commentary, informing and directing the captain.

"Now at last the difference between sea and air action showed. Instead of

the steady rotation of the battleship's turret, the. three turrets of the aircraft

were swinging round in great jerky circles; instead of the muffled boom and

explosion of the battleship’s main armament, combined with the sharper continuous

notes of her ack-ack guns, came the muted flat staccato stutter of machine-guns -

insistent from the fore-turret, fainter from the aft.

"One enemy aircraft came in from the bean and another from aft. Their cannons

began spitting, then they turned away. It was like the tactics of attacking

destroyers or mosquito craft.

weaving.

"Pursuing her steady majestic/tactics, Indifferent to punishment, the

battleship of the air shot down one enemy float plane and continued on her course.

"As soon as the enemy had broken off the engagement, the flying battleship

steered an even course towards the placid waters of her base,"
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